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Chapter

Legal and Policy Responses of Nigeria and China to
Cybercrime: An Appraisal

Florence U. Masajuwa* & Kolawole O. Masajuwa**

Abstract
ocedures guiding relationships in the physical world may not

"fit those in the cyberspace. To this end, policies and laws made to
check criminal infractions in the physical world may need re-

evaluation to fit the peculiarities of the cyberspace. Cybercrime as one
of the peculiarities of the cyberspace came in the wake of the evolution
of the internet. It is against this backdrop that efforts are being made
at both international and local levels to draw up policies and laws that
will meet the peculiar needs of the operations and relationships in the
cyber-space. Relying on historical method of research and with data
mainly from secondary sources, this paper from a comparative
perspective, examined the legal and policy responses of Nigeria and
China to the social problem of cybercrime. Among the main findings
were; both countries have surfeits of laws to check cybercrimes, China
is more advanced in efforts at tackling cybercrimes having drafted its
main law against cybercrime in 1957 while Nigeria's principal
legislation on cybercrime was enacted in20 15. Conclusion was to the
effect that the implementation of laws matter and therefore substantial
political will by policy makers will drive the laws most. Several

* LL.B., BC, PhD Edo State University
LL.B.BL, LL.M
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recommendations were made including the needfor massive computer
literacy education for all citizens because those charged with
administration of justice.

In lroduction
Tile revolutionary initiative of computerization has changed the frontiers of
human activities. The enhanced human activities led to the advent of information
uid communication technology (lCT) which in turn, has enhanced mankind's
recess to hi-tech communication. Specifically, use of the internet has become
Indispensable in several areas such as shopping malls, libraries, universities,
media houses, movie theatres, post offices, courier services and in government
nnd business. The internet is like life in the physical world being extended and
carried on in another medium that cuts across boundaries, space, time, nationality,
citizenship, jurisdiction, sex, sexual orientation, and age.

The huge benefits of the internet notwithstanding, some individuals have
perfected the execution of some criminal acts in cyberspace. Such criminals
hide under the anonymous nature and the profits derivable from transactions
in the cyberspace to perpetuate their acts. Thus, the increasing online population
has proved a happy hunting ground for cyber criminals, with losses due to
cybercrime being in billions of dollars globally. Cybercrimes include crimes
that have been made possible by computers, such as network intrusions and
the dissemination of computer viruses, as well as computer-based variations of
existing crimes, such as identity theft, stalking, bullying and terrorism.'

Cyber criminals can operate from anywhere in the world, targeting large
numbers of people or businesses across international boundaries. The internet
has somehow facilitated aspiring cybercriminals to carry out their criminal
activities based on a belief that law enforcement authorities are not yet very
conversant with the nature of cybercrimes.? These digital developments have

1. Aginam, E "At last, Senate passes Cyber Crime bill into law," The Vanguard, November 05, 20l4.
Available at http://wwvv.vanguardngr.com/20l4/11/last·senate-passes·cyber·crime-bill·law/
#sthash.nP4PhDiJ.dpu( (Accessed Friday, September 25, 2015)

2. Akhgar, B, Andrew Staniforth, A & Bosco, F eds, Cyber Crime and Cyber Terrorism Investigator'S
llandbook: (Waltham, MA, USA: Elsevier Inc./Syngress, 20l4), p.xxi. See also Roscoe Pound, Social
Control through Law, (New York, USA: Transaction Publishers, 1942).
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thus re-defined the pattern of legal proceedings in courts of law acrw::: I111I
globe.

Review of Some Scholarly Articles on Cybercrime
Reyes et aJ.3 Study is a foundational text for the cybercrime community :11)(111
discusses the hard questions cybercrime investigators often ask: What is (:\d IPI
Crime? The authors answered the question by examining the cOlllJdl'K
relationship between the public and private sector with regards to cybcrcri IIHI,

Against this background, they expounded issues relating to cybcrcruu«
definitions, the electronic crime scene, computer forensics, and preparin., :11111
hearing a cybercrime in court.

Osho and Onoja did a qualitative analysis of Nigeria's "National Cyll('l
Security Policy and Strategy.4 According to the authors, the Nigcri.u:
Cybersecurity policy met majority of the requirements in terms of content, 11111
failed to address certain elements of concern to cyber security in the Nigcri.rn
environment.

Kshetri" provided a working definition of cybercrime. According to him,
cybercrimes are criminal activities in which computers or computer network»
arc the principal means of committing an offense. In an earlier study, Kshcu]
gave examples of cybercrime to include cyber-theft, cyber-trespass, cylxr
obscenity, critical infrastructure attacks and cyber extortions.s

According to Summer;" there is no generally acceptable or generally agreed
definition for Cybercrime and this lack of definite definition directly impacts
assessments of extent of cybercrime. The Council of Europe Cybercnmc
Convention? also known as the Treaty of Budapest covers in Articles 2-6 ;IS

3. Reyes, A, Brittson, R Kevin O'Shea, K & James Steele, J, Cybercrime investigations: bridging the go/'s
between security professionals, law enforcement, and prosecutors. (Rockland, Mil" USA: SyngrcssPublishing, 2007)

4. Osho, 0 & Onoja , A. D, "National Cyber Security Policy and Strategy of Nigeria: A Qualitative
Analysis." International Journal of Cyber Criminology Vol 9 no., 1 January _ June 2015: 120-143

S. Ksherri, Nir, K,"Positive externality, increasing returns, and the rise in cybercrimes." Communicatiore
of the ACM 52, no. 12 (2009): 141-144,

6 Nil; K, "The simple economics of cybercrimes." IEEE Security and Privacy 4, 1 (2006),33-39.
7 Parliament, "Cybercrime and cybcr security: Key issues for the 2015 Parliament." Available at

<wwvv.publications. parliarnen r.uklpa/cm201 012/cmsctech/imtev/maI01.htm. > accessed May 3]2014.

8. Council of Europe, Convention on Cybercrime, available at <http://conventions.coe.intlTreaty/
enlTreaties/HtmI!18S.htm> It dates from 2001 and came into force in 2004 and was ratified bythe UK in 2011.
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II/lu!Jstantive offences", "illegal access", and "misuse of devices", "system
[ntcrfcrence", "data interference", and "illegal interception". It adds as Computer-
icl.ucd offences, "computer-related forgery", and "computer-related fraud"!".

United Kingdom's Computer Misuse Act defined cybercrime as including
"unauthorized acts with the intent to impair, or with recklessness as to impairing,
operation of computer, ere"." This definition' is acceptable only within the
[urisdiction in which the law was made.

Cybercrime encompasses any criminal activities or acts dealing with
computers and networks (called hacking).To one unnamed online source,
cybercrime includes traditional crimes conducted through the internet. For
.xarnple; hate crimes, internet fraud, identity theft, and credit card account
thefts."

To Okwunma, Cybercrime should not 'be attributed to just the use of
computers to commit crime, but should also be seen as cloud crime or as illegal
uctivitie s committed through the use of computer and the
intemet.Plrictionarycorn defines Cybercrime as criminal activity or a crime that
involves the internet, a computer system or computer technology; identity theft,
phishing and other kinds of Cybercrime.!"

Gotternbarn argued that, there is nothing special about the crimes that
involve computers. According to him, "Is it possible for a crime being categorized
in accordance to a tool, equipment, mechanism or means through which it was
committed? If that's so, how many categories of crime would be there? How
about the crime committed through using a television, automobiles, scalpels,
scissors and other tools? Can we categorize each of them as individual crimes?"!"
Gotternbarn concluded that Climes involving computers are not necessarily issues
in computer ethics.

9. Article 7 of the Council of Europe Cybercrime Convention
10. Article 8, The Council of Europe Cybercrime Convention
11. UK Computer Misuse Act, 1990, Section 3
12. Webopedia Resources, Computer crime available at <www.webopedia.com/term/c/

cyber_crime.html> accessed 31/5/2016
13. Okunma, E.N , "Criticism: 2011 Cybercrime Bill",Telecommunications Engineering Project, University

of Witwatersrand Johannesburg South Africa 2013
14. Available at <http://dictionaly.reference.com/browse/cybercrime> accessed 31/5/2016
IS. ibid
16. Joishankar, K, Cyber Criminology: Exploring Internet Crimes and Criminal Behavior. (London, UK:

CRC Press, 2011).
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Joishankar explored methods for determining the causes of computer CI i1111'

victimization by examining an individual's lifestyle patterns. 16 From an empiur.rl
study conducted on college students about online victimization, the a ut lu Ii

argued that advances in information and communications technologies 11:11'"

created a range of new crime problems that did not exist in the past.
A study by Halder and Joishankar, examined cybercrime from a gendci (',I

perspective. 17 According to them, cybercrime against women has all of lilt·
characteristics that define cybercrime as a general phenomenon, for example.
engaging in anonymous communication, messages, and other tactics that :11 (.

designed to inflict "harms" of varying types and degrees on the victims. Wherc.r.,
the perpetrators for a variety of reasons, are unlikely to be identified and / ()I

punished for the injury they inflict. ln more specific ways, Halder and Joishank.u
contend that women are the primary targets of cybercrimes such as onliu.:
harassment, stalking, and / or bullying. The behaviour at issue in these crimes.
the authors continued, can involve the use of emails and / or social networkin.;
sites to bombard the victim or the victim's co-workers and family with rnessag.-.
that falsely accuse the woman of engaging in offensive and / or embarrassing
conduct. The behaviour can also involve posting nude photographs of the victi III

online; photographs that were either taken while the two were involved in ;111

intimate relationship or that have been altered (photo shopped) to make il
appear that the woman posed nude when she did not."

Schwabach's study focuses on laws relating to intellectual property ami
freedom of expression in the cyberspace. 19 Using key events to illustrate major

17. Halder, 0 & Joishankar, KCybercrirne and the victimization of women: Laws, rights and regulations.
( Hershey, PA, USA: Information Science Reference, 2012)

18. Ibid.
19. Schwabach,A ,Internet alld the Law: Technology, Society, and Compromises. (Santa Barbara, California.

USA: ABC·CLlO, Inc. 2005)
20. U.S. Copyright Office: Brief in A&M Records v. Napster available at http://www.copyright.gov/

docs/napstcrarnicus.htrnl> accessed Wednesday, September 30, 2015)
This is a USA:scase whose statement of issues is whether Section 1008 of the Audio Home Recording
Act of 1992, 17 U.S.c. § 1008, excuses Napstcr from liability for copyright infringement. The
Statement of the case emanates from the Audio Home Recording Act of 1992. The Audio Home
Recording Act is Congress's response to a controversy between the music industry and the consumer
electronics industry regarding the introduction of digital audio recording technology into the domestic
consumer market. The Act represents an effort to resolve that controversy through a carefully
developed and finely balanced legislative compromise. In 1990, music publishers and songwriters
filed a class action suit for copyright infringement against Sony Corporation, which had begun to
market OAT (Digital Audio Tape) recorders. In the course of the litigation, negotiations were
undertaken to develop a general non-judicial solution to the digital audio recording controversy.
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\:;!,ues, the author explores such significant legal battles as A&M Records v.
NU[lster20 and Apple Computer v. Franklin Computer.21 According to the study, as
Information technology grows and the Internet's global reach strengthens, it is
\Il!coming more difficult to define rules to regulate it.

22

Warren and Streeter identified the commonly used criminal methods, such
us viruses, spam, and junk e-mail, and the legal rights of users against this
\lIcrea5ingly international phenomenon. 23 According to the authors, old-
fashioned criminals are waking up to the new opportunities and exponential
p;1yback of internet crime, adapting schemes like blackmail and money
laundering to this vast new landscape.

Adeniran's study traced the origin of the yahoo-yahoo phenomenon to
Nigeria. 24 Specifically, Adeniran averred, that the internet has enabled the
emergence of the infamouS 'yahooboys' (cybercrime) sub-culture, c
sophisticated finance-based criminality among the youths. This according tc

The recording industry, recording artists, songwriters, music publishers, the const,mer electronic
industry, and consumer groups all participated in the negotiations. (See USA:SSenate Report at 3
& n. 16). The negotiations culminated in 1991 in a compromise agreement among the intereste
parties, which was presented to the Congress as the basis for legislation. The AHRA embodies tt
essential terms of that compromise. See generally H.R. Rep. No. 873(1), 102d Cong., 2d Sess. 1
13 (1992) ("House Report"), reprinted in 1992 U.S. Code Congo & Admin. News ("USCCAN
3581-3583; s. Rep. No. 294, 102d Cong., 2d Scss. 30-45 (1992) ("Senate Report"), as cited
U.S. Copyright Office, "Brief in A&M Records v. Napster's case."

21. Copy Right Laws, "Apple Computer, Inc. V. franklin Computer Corp." available at -chtrp;
copyright.laws.com/famous-cases/apple.computer.inc.v-franklin-computer-co~p> access

e

Wednesday, September 30,2015). In the Apple Computer, Inc. Y. Franklin Computer Corp. copyrig
infringement case, Apple Computer, Inc., now Apple Inc., decided to name franklin Comput
Corporation, in a lawsuit in regards to the recent release of an operating system the company h
been distributing. Apple Computer, Inc. said that there was a direct parallel to the operati
system that the company itself had developed and released and the new, Ace JOO, by the frank

Computer Corporation.Apple Computer, Inc. filed the copyright infringement case at the United States District Court
the Eastern District of Pennsylvania. The filing of Apple Computer, Inc. on May 12, 1982, marl
the first time a copyright infringement case was litigated in a high court on a matter involving

operating system.
22. ibid.23. Warren, P and Streeter, M, Cyber alert: How the World is under attack from a new form of cri;

(London, UK: Vision Paperbacksl Sheena Dewan" 2005), p.2
24. Adeniran, A.l "Cafe Culture and Heresy ofYahooboyism in Nigeria." in cyber Criminology: ExplOl

Internet Crimes and Criminal Behavior. K. Joishankar. Ed.((London, UK: CRC Press, 2011).

25. ibid.
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him, is because the internet hinders official control over what informatioll i-.
exchanged within identifiable territorialjurisdiction,25

Adeniran> in another study examined the relationship between III<'

emergence of the yahooboys phenomenon in Nigeria, the failing nation.il
leadership and the insecure internet platform where "nobody knows you art' ,I

dog.'?? Oludayo and Aliyu contend that studies on the internet fraud in Nigcri:1
have been biased to the emergence of the 'yahoo-boys' subculture whil.-
neglecting the importance of the structure sustaining it. 28The authors conclud-.:
that the internet fraud in tertiary institutions is increasingly becoming specializc.!
and sustained by.informal networks that involve nefarious networking of fellow
fraudsters and bank staff,

Ojedokun and Eraye examined the perceptions of university students ()f

the socioeconomic lifestyles of the Yahoo-Boys in Nigeria. 29According to tilt'
authors, youths involved in cybercrime, maintain a distinctive lifestyle th.u
confers a unique and/or a notorious identity on them in the society such CIS

being extravagant and having low academic performance.
Asamoah

3
0categorised cyber criminals into two: first generation and second

generation. To the first generation of scammers, he opined, the Internet is <I

marketplace for selling and buying greed, whereby first-generation cybercrimcs
generally depend on a target's willingness to accept an idea proposed by the
scammer, thus making a victim's 'will' an essential part of the success of the
scam. According to Asamoah, these types do not require an excepnona:
knowledge of computers and the internet and include advance-fee fraud and
black money, contract, credit card, crude oil, gold, inheritance, lottery,
reshipment and transfer of funds scams. The second generation of scammers as
the author continued, are cyber criminals who focus primarily on assuming the
identity of the target. These second generation types of crimes he explains,
make extensive use of information technology skills and involve less time for
an operation compared to first-generation crimes.
26. ibid.

27. Steiner; P,I didn't bite the man, I bit the office, The Washington Times, 1994.ISBN 096431230l.
28. Oludayo, T and Aliyu.I "Social organization of internet fraud among university undergraduates in

Nigeria." International Journal of Cyber Criminology 5, no. 2 (2011): 860·875, at p.860
29. Ojedokun, U. A and Eraye, M.C, "Socioeconomic Lifestyles of the Yahoo.Boys: A Study of Perceptions

of University Students in Nigeria," International Journal of Cyber Criminology, 6, 110. 2 (July.
December 2012): 1001·1013, at p.1001

30. Atta-Asamoah, A, "Understanding the West African cybercrime process." African Security Studies
18, no. 4 (2009): 105-114.
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Furthermore, he says this is a purely on-line operation which makes
extensive use of phishing, hacking, website cloning and identity theft. Rather
than send an e-mail toatargetfromthescammer.sinbox.asin the case of first-
generation crimes, second-generation scarnmers Asamoah maintained, hack and
use the identity of another person (the first target) for the operation. This type
of scam therefore involves two victims. By using the identity of a first victim,
second-generation scammers usurp and exploit relationships that have been
built by their first victim over years to exploit the second. For example, opening
a Facebook account with the identity of another person and using such account
to ask for money from the friends of the person whose identity is fraudulently
used to open and operate the account."

Zhuge et a1.32 examined the Chinese underground economy with a focus
on virtual assets such as QQ accounts and equipment in online games. Their
work involved a detailed analysis of the posts made on the largest bulletin
board in China, post.baidu.com (now known as tieba.baidu.com or Baidu Tieba).

Objective of Study
None of the literature examined above appraised from a comparative
perspective, how countries have reacted to the evolving cybercrime
phenomenon. The norm is to back up policies with an enabling legal framework.
This realization raises the need to ask how society through the instrumentality
of law and other policies kept pace with the modern development of
cybercrime." It's in the light of this question that this paper's main objective was
the ascertaining of Nigeria and China's reaction to cybercrime from a legal and
policy perspectives. Arising from this objective, the paper appraised the legal
measures put in place by these countries to tackle the menace of cybercrime.

The historical method of research was used while data was mainly from
secondary sources such as statutes, law reports, text books, internet sources,
dailies and periodicals. Thus, the paper has two sections. Section one examined
Nigeria's reactions, as seen from its earlier and existing legal and policy
frameworks for combating cybercrirnes in Nigeria including the new Cybercrimes
Act 2015 and finally, section two examined the Chinese scenario.

31. Gammell, K, "My facebook profile was stolen to get dates on Tinder- nd there was nothing [ can do."
Telegraph available at <www.telegraph.co.uk> accessed on Saturday,7 October, 2017).

32. Zhuge, J, et al., 2009. Studying Malicious Websites and the Underground Economy on the Chinese
Web. In Managing Information Risk and the Economics of Security. (Springer US, 2009): 225-
244.001 = http://dx.doi.org/10.1007 1978-0-387-09762-6_11.

33. Akhihiero P.A.,"Admissibility of electronic evidence in criminal trials. How practicable?" A paper
presented at the 2013 Annual General Meeting of the Magistrates Association of Nigeria, Edo State
Branch held on Tuesday, 23rd of July, 2013
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Legal and Policy Response of Nigeria to Cybercrime
The Nigerian government's policy reaction to cybercrime was through 1111'
drafting of two documents - National Cybersecurity Policy and National
Cybersecurity Strategy - within the constructs of Cybersecurity in 2014,34 'Il«:
National Cyber Security Policy and Strategy sets out the strategic intent <II

government in mitigating the country's cyber risk exposure by prioritizing Nigeri.i..
needs while focusing on key areas, curtailing escalation of cyber threat that i::
inimical to the national security posture and the Nigerian economic wellbeing. t-.

Legal response to cybercrime took a great turning point when forme.
President Goodluck Jonathan signed into law in May 2015, the Cybcrcrimc
(Prevention, Prohibition etc.) Act, Before this Act, there was no law specific
to computer crime." Some of the laws relied on for vyber crime related offences
were the Criminal Code Act, Economic and Financial Crimes Commission ACI
2004, Advance Fee Fraud and other Fraud Related Offences Act 2006,37

The Cybercrime (Prevention, Prohibition etc.) Act 2015
The enactment of the Cybercrime (Prevention, Prohibition etc.) Act (the 'ACL")
arose from the strident clamour from all quarters such as the Information and
Communications Technology (lCT) sector and the legal community for :1
concrete and comprehensive legal, regulatory and institutional framework for
dealing with problem of cybercrime. The Act provides for all the possible issues
of crimes and anti-social activities accompanying the emerging internet
commerce economy as well as putting in place appropriate sanctions for
cybercrimes in Nigeria, The Cybercrime Act 2015 is divided into eight parts and
fifty-nine sections, Part one has the objectives and application, part two,
Protection of Critical National Information Infrastructure; part three, Offences
and penalty; part four, Duties of financial Institutions, part five, Administration
and enforcement; part six, Arrest, Search, Seizure and Prosecution; seven,
Jurisdiction and International Co-operation and eight is on Miscellaneous issues.

34. Osho, 0 & Onoja , A. 0, "National Cyber Security Policy and Strategy of Nigeria: A Qualitative
Analysis." International Journal of Cyber Criminology Vol 9 no., 1 January - June 2015: 120-143

35. Usman, T, 'Jonathan unveils new Nigeria security strategy." Premium Times, February 5, 2015 , p.
l.Available at https://www.premiumtimesng.com/news/top-news (Accessed Sunday, 8 October,
2017)

36. Ajayi, E. E G, Challenges to enforcement of cyber-crirnes laws and policy, Journal of Internet and
Information Systems Vol. 6(1), pp. 1-12, at p.9. August 2016, 001 10.5897/JIIS2015.0089, Article
Number: 930ADF960210, ISSN 2141-6478

37. ibid.
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Objectives and Application
The objectives of the Act were laid down under section 1 thereof. Accordingly,
Nigeria's Cybercrimes (Prohibition, Prevention etc.) Act 2015 creates a legal,
regulatory and institutional framework for the prohibition, prevention, detection,
investigation and prosecution of cybercrimes and for other related matters,
Particularly, the Act engenders a platform for cyber security and in turn, ensures
the protection of computer systems and networks, electronic communications,
data and computer programmes, intellectual property, privacy rights as well as
preservation and protection of the critical national information.

Designation and Protection of Critical National Information

Infrastructure
In view of the critical and detrimental effect of cybercrimes on the state of
security and financial well-being of a nation, the President, by virtue of section
3(1) of the Act, may on the recommendation of the National Security Adviser
designate by an order published in the Federal Gazette that certain computer
systems, networks and information infrastructure are Critical National
Infrastructure vital to the national security of Nigeria as well as her economic
and social being,. By section 4 of the Act, the presidential order may require the
office of the National Security Adviser to audit and inspect any Critical National
Information Infrastructure at any time to ensure compliance with the provisions

of the Act.38
pursuant to the above, the Act prescribes different penalties for any

contravention of the provisions of the Act pertaining to Critical National
Information Infrastructure ranging from 10 years without option of fine, 15
years without the option of fine to life imprisonment.39 Furthermore, any person
who accesses without authorisation, any computer system or net'.<vork for
fraudulent purposes and also obtains data which is vital to national security, is
liable on conviction to a term of not more than 5 years or to a fine of not more
than N5,000,000,000 or both; any unlawful system interference for fraudulent
purposes by deleting, transmitting, damaging or suppressing computer data
which prevents the system from functioning, is liable on conviction to a fine of
N5,000,000 or imprisonment for a term of not more than 2 years or both."
38. Ojo, O. V, " An x-ray of the Nigeria cybercrimes act 2015 vis-a-vis right of privacy in Nigeria.

Bepress, available at <httPs://works.bepress.com!0Iuwaseun_ojo/8/> accessed 30 July, 2015

39. Section 5 (1) (2) and (3) of the Act.
40. Section 8 of the Act. Also see Ojo, o.v,ex-ray of Nigeria's cybercrime Act,2015.
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What Amount to Offences under the Act
Towards deterring commission of cybercrime, over 23 actions are criminalizc.l
by the Cybercrime Act. Only the Federal High Courts is conferred Willi
jurisdiction to hear cybercrime matterS.41 The listed offenses? include unlawful
access to computers, unlawful interceptions of communications, unauthoriscd
modification of data, misuse of data, system interference, intercepting electronic
messages, emails, e-money transfer, tampering with critical infrastructure,
computer related fraud, computer-related forgery, among others, as offenses
that are punishable under the Act. Theft of electronic devices, electronic
Signature, child po'rnography and related offences, racism and xenophobic
offences are also punishable under the Act. It also provides for cyber -stalking, ~:I

cyber-squatting and cyber-terrorism as offences. Commission of these offenses
on conviction attracts penalty of N2, 000,000 or imprisonment [or not less than
one year or both.44

Also, any person that accesses or causes to be accessed any computer or
computer system or network for purpose of terrorism commits the offence of'
cyber-terrorism and will be liable on conviction to life imprisonment. Terrorism,
as used here, shall have the same meaning under the Terrorism (Prevention)
Act, 2011 (as amended).

Regulation of Financial Institutions Use of Electronic
Transactions

In addition and on an important note, the Act imposes a duty of care on financial
institutions to their Customers to put in place effective checks against
cybercrimes. The Act provides that a financial institution "shall verify the identity
of its customers carrying out electronic financial transactions by requiring the
customers to present documents bearing their names, addresses and other
relevant information before issuing ATM cards, credit cards, debit cards and
other related electronic devices".4s An official or organisation who fails to obtain
proper identity of Customers before executing Customer electronic instructions

41. Section 7
42. Section 5.
43. Section 24(l)(a)

44. Ojo, O. V, " An x-ray of the Nigeria cybercrimes act 2015 vis-a-vis right of privacy in Nigeria."
Bepress, available at https://works,bepress,com/oluwascun_Ojo/8/> accessed 30 July, 2015.45. Section 37 (1)
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in whatever way commits an offence and is liable on conviction to a fine of
N5,000,000.46

This provision seems to provide a proper check against identity theft on
the account of customers which is becoming increasingly prevalent in the
financial sector," In other words, it will ensure that financial institutions, where
banking transactions are taking place, put in place an effective bulwark against
financial malpractices. This provision will usher in a new dawn in electronic
commercial transactions in the financial world most especially in respect of the
duty of care imposed on the financial institutions. Despite this lofty provision,
kidnappers like Chukwudumeje Onwuamadike aka "Evans" were still able to
move huge ransoms, often in hard currencies about and from Nigeria to other
coun tries. 43

Retention of Records by Service Providers and Disclosure/
interception of Electronic Communication
The Act, provides that a service provider shall keep all traffic data and subscriber
information as may be prescribed by the relevant authority (in this case the
Nigerian Communications Commission), for the time being responsible for the
regulation of communication services in Nigeria, for a period of two years.
Additionally, having due regard to an individual's right to privacy under the
Constitution of the Federal Republic of Nigeria Cap C23, Laws of the Federation
of Nigeria 2004, service providers shall at the request of the relevant authority
release any information required to be retained."

Establishment of the Cybercrime Advisory Council and the
National Cyber Security Fund
The Act establishes the Cybercrime Advisory Council (the Council), which shall
amongst other functions provide recommendations on issues relating to the
prevention and combating of cybercrimes and the promotion of cyber security

46. Section 37 (2) of the Act.
47. Ojo, ibid. See also Egbe, R, "Three docked for defrauding Lagos Speaker of N9.1m." The Nation

Newspaper. 2017 Available at http://thenationonlineng.net (Accessed, Saturday, September 30,
2017)

48. Vanguard Newspaper, June 17, 2017, front and mid pages. Tell Magazine, June 26,2017, p.16,
Daily Post Nigeria, June 27,2017, front page.

49. See sections 38(5) and 39 of the Act
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in Nigeria. 50Alsoestablished is the National Cyber Security Fund (the "Fund"),
which shall be domiciled with the Central Bank of Nigeria and wherein shall be
paid a levy of 0.05 of all electronic transactions by the business specified in the
schedule of the Act, grants-in-aid and assistance from donor, bilateral and
multilateral agencies; all other sums accruing to the Fund by way of gifts,
endowments, bequest or other voluntary contributions by persons and
organisations (provided such movies as may be appropriated for the Fund by
the National Assembly and all other monies that may, from time to time, accrue
to the Fund." The monies accruing to the Fund is exempted from income tax
while all contributions to the Fund is tax deductible.v

cyberspace increased and became more sophisticated, it became apparent liI:11
the provisions of Criminal Code relating to advance fee fraud otherwise known
as 419 were inadequate fortrial of cybercrimes. 56 Oriola argues 111:11nlt llOl11'.1I
section 419 of the Criminal Code Act deems advance fee Iraud n Iclony, tl u:
provision that an advance fee fraud suspect cannot be arrested wirhuu: :1
warrant, unless found committing the offence, does not reflect lilt' cilllle;':;
presence or perpetration in cyberspace. 57Only in rare circumSI;IIICI'~;COllid 11
suspect be caught in the act because most of the scam emails (I rc Sl'1111101111111'
Internet cafes and in recent times from the handy mobile phone dc'vl('I'11!II

perpetrators.

Criminal Code Act
Under the Nigerian Criminal Code Act, Advance fee fraud scam qualifies as a
false pretense=while a successful Internet scam amounts to a felony under
section 419. To this end, section 419 Criminal Code Act provides that:

Any person who by any false pretense, and with intent to defraud,
obtains from any other person anything capable of being stolen, or
ind uces any other person to deliver to any person anything capable
of being stolen, is guilty of a felony, and is liable to imprisonment
for three years.

Economic and Financial Crimes Commission Act 200'1
The Economic and Financial Crimes Commission (Establishment) /\1'1 Wil'i

adopted in June 2004. It repealed the Financial Crimes Commission /\CI I II ~I,(IIJ~'
and establishes a Commission for Economic and Financial Crimes. LJll(kl Illh
act, the Commission has the power to investigate all financial cri mc.: Ivl:llllll: I(I
terrorism, money laundering, drug trafficking, etc. Sections 14 - /.'i ::1\1'11/11111
offences within the remit of the Act. This includes offences in relation 1(111,1:1111'1,11
malpractices, offences in relation to terrorism, offences rcl.u in.: lei 1111101'
information and offences in relation to economic and financial crimes. /\lllle illf:ll,
the defini tion in this Act does not refer directly to advance fee Ira lid r n: iIII1'1111'1
scam;" but it is often inferred by law enforcement personnel from dcfiul: ilill (II

Economic and Financial Crimes under the Act as seen hereunder:Furthermore, a suspect could' alternately be charged under section 421 of the
Criminal Code Act. 54 The internet and had not come into existence when the
Criminal code Act was enacted during colonial government in Nigeria, hence
internet frauds like email scams were not captured.v As transactions in the

... the non-violent criminal and illicit activity committed wit h i lic
objectives of earning wealth illegally either individually or in a group
or organized manner thereby violating existing legislation govern ill::
the economic activities of government and its administration and
includes any form of fraud, narcotic drug trafficking, money
laundering, embezzlement, bribery, looting and any form of corrupt
malpractices, illegal arms deal, smuggling, human trafficking and

SO. See Section 43 (1) of the Act.
51. See Section 44 (1) of the Act.
52. (See section 44(3) of the Act).
53. section 418
54. Section 421 Criminal Code which provides as follows:

Any person who by means of any fraudulent trick or device obtains from any other person anything
capable of being stolen, or induces any other person to deliver to any person anything capable of
being stolen or to payor deliver to any person any money or goods, or any greater sum of money or
greater quantity of goods than he would have paid or delivered but for such trick or device, is guilty
of a misdemeanor, and is liable to imprisonment for two years. A person found committing the
offence may be arrested without warrant.

55. Oriola, T A. 'Advance fee fraud on the Internet: Nigeria's regulatory response." Computer Law &
Security Review 21, no. 3 (2005): 237-248 at p.240.

56. Abawajy, J. I I., ed. Internet and Distributed Computing Advancements: Theoretical Franicworks (/11.1

Practical Applications: Theoretical Frameworks and Practical Applications. IGI Global, 20J 2.
57. ibid 241
58. Oriola, 2005, p.244.
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child labour, illegal oil bunkering and illegal mining, tax evasion,
foreign exchange malpractices including counterfeiting of currency,
theft of intellectual property and piracy, open market abuse, dumping
of toxic wastes and prohibited goods, etc.

Money Laundering (Prohibition) Act 2004
The Money Laundering (Prohibition) Act 2004 is another related law on the

Internet scam regulation in Nigeria. It makes provisions to prohibit the laundering
of the proceeds of crime or an illegal act. Although, advance fee fraud is nOI
expressly mentioned in the Act, proceeds of the scam would appear covered
under section 14(1) (a) which, prohibits the concealing or disguising of the
illicit origin of resources or property which are the proceeds of illicit drugs,
narcotics or any other crime. The Act also implicates any person corporate or
individual who aids or abet illicit disguise of criminal proceeds.

Under sub-section (6) even if a transaction is below US$5,000 or equivalent
in value, but the financial institution suspects or has reasonable grounds to
suspect that the amount involved in the transaction is the proceed of a crime or
an illegal act, it shall require identification of the customer. In the same way, if it
appears that a customer may not be acting on his own account, the financial
institution shall seek from him by all reasonable means of information as to the
true identity of the principal. 59 This enables the authorities to monitor and detect
suspicious cash transactions.

The Evidence Act
The Nigerian Evidence Act 2011, today by virtue of Section 84 has made it
possible for facts for which direct oral evidence can be given to be equally
evidenced by a computer-produced document containing such facts, subject
however to condition precedents as to the document, the computer from which
it was generated and the person who generated it or manages the relevant
activities captured in the document, for instance Cybercafe managers,
Secretaries, ATM card users or experts - the list is endless. This has made it
more convenient and expedient for our courts to admit computer generated
evidence. They would include bankers' books of various types, emails, telephone
records, text messages, digital cameras, mobile phones, letter or other document
processed in a computer or electronic device or stored in a computer based
59. ibid 177
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storage device. 60 One wonders how the trial of cases like the Cynthia Osokogu
murder case would have been decided upon if the Evidence Act has not been
updated to recognise electronic evidence. 61

Legal and Policy Reaction of China to Cybercrime
Unlike Nigeria, China has had a longer history with cyber transactions. Their
reaction in terms of policy and law to illicit fall out of cyber transactions is also
longer and more comprehensive. China holds the first place worldwide in the
number of the Internet users, estimated to be over 360 million." Given the
tremendous role that China plays in online relations, the approach adopted by
the Chinese and other Asian countries towards regulating cyberspace is of crucial
imporrance.v

China has devoted most time and resources to effectively filtering electronic
content available from within its territory?" According to Berkman Center for
Internet & Society" research, in early 2000 China was already blocking the
access to several thousand websites, using various filtering techniques,"
including strict requirements imposed on search engine providers. In accordance
with the Open-Net Initiative (ONI) report, the censorship system in China consists
of several levels of legal regulations and technical control."

60. Oyewole, J.O.K, "Cybercrime: Challenges before Judicial Officers: Commentary." Paper presented
at the All Nigerian Judges Conference 16·20 November, 2009.

61. Ogbonna, A, " Killers of Cynthia Osokogu sentenced to death." Vanguard Newspaper, March 23,
2017. Usman, E, "How ex-Army General's Daughter, Cynthia was killed by her Facebook 'friends'"
Vanguard Newspaper, August 21,2012. The young lady was raped and murdered by her face book
friends on July 22,2012 after luring her to Lagos from her Keffi Nasarawa state base. The case has
ended and the main culprits sentenced to death.

62. Kulesza, International Internet law. (New York, NY,USA: Routledge, 2012) 109
63. ibid.
64. Deibert, R, et al. (eds.) (2010) Access Controlled, 4.
65. ibid Zittrain, J and Edelman B, Empirical Analysis of Internet Filtering in China, (Mass.: Harvard

University, Berkman Center for Internet and Society, 2003). Available at http://
cyber.law.harvard.edu/filtering/china (Accessed 21 January 2011).

66. Some websites are blocked by IP numbers, others by the domain name, still others through DNS
kidnapping (the user while trying to reach a given Internet address is forwarded.to another website
or to a website with information about an error).

67. OpenNetlnitiative (2005) Internet Filtering in China in 2004-2005. <http://cryptome.org/cn/
cn-fi Iter. pdf > (hereinafter referred to as 'aNI Internet Filtering'), (accessed 14 January 2011), p.
9.
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CHINA'S LEGALAND POLICY FRAMEWORK FOR CYBERCRIME
Regulation for the protection, security and management of All
Computer information Networks.
Computer crime is a recent phenomenon which emerged in China in mid-1980s
and was punished within the laws in existence then in similarity with Nigeria Y'
As a vocal proponent of "cyberspace sovereignty, "69China's Cybersecurity policy
aims at ensuring that states have the power to regulate the cyber space within
their territories including borders. Thus, the laws and development of secure
and controllable technologies to enhance Cybersecurity is, in part, motivated
by a desire to create.a framework for exercising such sovereignty?"

Cyber offences are conceptualised in three distinct ways in China's legal
governance."

These contexts determine the type of law that will guide particular cybcr
offence. The three categories are:

Crimes of Disrupting the Order of Social Administration" (1997 Penal
Law; 2015 Penal Law Amendment IX). According to the 1997 Penal
Law, computer crime is a crime in which computer information
systems are targets of the crime. But the 2015 Amendment IX
expanded criminalization and penalization to network service
providers' failure to perform their network security obligations
resulting in serious consequences ... 72 At the second level, it can be
stated that the definition of computer crime in the Penal Law is of
only nominal meaning ... At the third level, there were still some
more categories clustered in academic research. Computer-related
crimes could exist in every chapter of special part of the Penal Law,
from offences against national security to those against economy,
from offences against person to those against property, etc."

68. Li, 2015, p.188
69. Covington, "China Passes New Cybersecurity Law." Covington. & Burling LLP, 2016 available at

< h ttps:/ /www.cov.com//media/files/corporate/publica tions/20 16/ 11/
chinayasses_new _cybersecurity _law.pdf> laccessed Saturday, September 30, 2017

70. Ibid.
71. Li, X, " Regulation of Cyber Space: An Analysis of Chinese Law on Cyber Crime," International

Journal of Cyber Criminology (IJCC) - ISSN: 0973·5089 July - December 2015. Vol. 9 (2): 185-
204. 001: 10.5281/zenodo.56225

72. ibid 187.
73. ibid.
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In effect, different laws regulate different aspects of the internet crimes in China. 74

However, Specific regulation on cyber crime started in 1994 when the State
Council promulgated the Ordinance on Security Protection of Computer
Information System (State Council Decree No. 147) 18 February, 1994).75 This
was followed by another enactment, the Regulation for the protection} security
and Management of All Computer Information Networks on December 30, 1997
for the protection, security and management of all computer information
networks. On November 7, the Standing Committee of China's National People's
Congress ("NPC") passed China's first Cybersecurity Law (the "Law"), which
became operational on June 1, 2017.76

China also established an institutional agency, the Cyberspace
Administration of China ("CAC"), as the key agency tasked with coordinating,
administering and executing its enactments on cyberspace offenses."

Computer Information Network and Internet Security, Protection
and Management Regulations, 1997
This is the first statute that specified the manner of using the Internet by Chinese
residents. It is sequel to State Council Order no. 147, under which the Minister
of Public Security in December 1997 issued the "Computer Information Network
and Internet Security} Protection and Management Regulations."78 These
regulations set out fundamental purposes for which the Internet may not be
used. 79Article 4 states that no individual may use the Internet to harm national
security, disclose state secrets, harm the interests of the state, of society or of a
group, the legal rights of citizens, or to take part in criminal activities. Article 5
states that no individual may use the Internet to create, replicate, retrieve, or

74. Dong, M, China's privacy, data protection and Cybersecuriry law: Overview. The Privacy Data
protection and Cybersecurity Law Review. Edition 3,2016: 89·99

75. Li, X, "Regulation of Cyber Space." 2015, p.188
76. Covington, "China Passes New Cybersecurity Law." Covington. & Burling LLP, 2016 Available at

< h ttps:/ /www.cov.com//media/files/corporate/publicati ons/20 16/ 11 /
chinapasses _new _cybersecurity Jaw.pdf> accessed Saturday, September 30, 2017

77. CAC, "About Cybersecurity of China." available at <http://www.cac.gov.cn/english/> accessed,
Sunday, 8 October, 2017.

78. China Computer Information Network and Internet Security, Protection and Management
Regulations Article I, English translation. http://www.asianlii.org/cn/lcgis/cen/laws/
cinaispamr904> 110 accessed 13 January 2011, as cited in Kulesza.

79. ibid.
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transmit information inciting resistance or breach of the Constitution or laws or
the implementation of administrative regulations, incite the overthrow of the
government or the socialist system, incite the division of the country, harm
national unification, incite hatred or discrimination among nationalities or harm
the unity of the nationalities, make falsehoods or distort the truth, spread rumors,
destroy the order of society, or promote feudal superstitions.

Materials containing sexually suggestive content, gambling, violence or
murder are also forbidden, as is information promoting terrorism or inciting
others to criminal activity, openly insulting other people or distorting the trut h
to slander people, injuring the reputation of state bodies, or any other activities
against the Constitution, laws or administrative regulations of the state. The
provisions of Article 20 stipulated penalties for violation of the said prohibitions:
warning, confiscation of the illegal content, fine not to exceed RMB 5000
(approx. EUR 600) and, for more serious offenses, computer and network access
to be closed down for up to six months.

and handling. Chapter 6 provides the penalties for violation of network security
rules. Chapter 7 includes definitions and other supplementary provisions.
Considering that this law is the main law on cybercrime, we examined some of
its highlights.

Network providers are obligated to secure their networks and
Services
The new Law imposes specific Cybersecurity obligations on network operators,
as well as on providers of network products and services. Network operators
are generally obligated to safeguard their networks against disruption, damage
or unauthorized access, and to prevent data leakage, theft or tampering."

Key Provisions Chinas Cybersecurity Law, 2016
The new Law is designed to give Chinas central government a direct control
over all the internet related transactions and operations, including companies
having direct dealings with the internet in China." It has seven chapters and 79
articles.

Chapters 1 and 2 is the policy direction of China's Cybersecurity arrangement
which discuss general principles and the government's Cybersecurity strategy,
respectively. Chapter 3 sets out (i) the cybersecurity obligations applicable to
network operators based on their classification under the Multi-level Network
Security Protection Scheme; (ii) requirements with which providers of network
products and services must comply; and (iii) the definition of Critical Information
Infrastructure ("CII") and specific obligations applicable to CII operators.
Chapter 4 addresses information security issues, focusing on data privacy,
cybercrimes (covering online fraud, installation of malware, and dissemination
of unlawful information), and the establishment of a system for reporting bad
behaviour. Chapter 5 covers network monitoring along with emergency response

Network providers must ensure privacy and protection of data
in their custody
The new Law imposes certain data protection obligations on network operators.
For example, network operators may not disclose, tamper with, or damage
citizens' personal information that they have collected, and they are obligated
to delete unlawfully collected information and to amend incorrect information.
Moreover, they may not provide citizens' personal information to others without
consent."

Protection of Critical Information Infrastructure (ell)
The new Law applies the most stringent Cybersecurity rules to operators of CII
and their suppliers. CII is defined broadly as "infrastructure that, in the event of
damage, loss of function, or data leak, might seriously endanger national security,
national welfare or the livelihoods of the people, or the public interest," and
specific reference is made to "key sectors" such as telecommunications, financial
services, transportation, and e-government. CII operators are also required to
sign security and confidentiality agreements with their suppliers when procuring
"network products and services.?'"

80. Techcrunch paper, Chinas strict Cybersecurity laws took effect today, potentially impacting foreign
companies. Techcrunch, 1 July, 2017.Available, at <www.techccrunch.com> accessed Sunday, 8
October, 2017.

81. Covington, "China Passes New Cybersecurity Law."2016.
82. ibid. see also Dong, M, "China's privacy, data protection and Cybersecurity law: Overview." The

Privacy Data protection and Cybersecurity Law Review. Edition 3,2016: 89-99, 94.
83. Covington, 2016, 3.
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Online Protection of Minors
The new Law also sets forth general principles for the online protection 01
minors, intended to provide a basis for developing ancillary laws and regulations
on the subject."

Telecommunications Regulations
The State Council supplemented the Computer Information Network and Internet
Security, Protection and Management Regulations with the "Telecommunicaticns
Regulations" (State Council Order No 291 of 11 October 2000), which prohibited
natural persons from using the telecommunications network to produce,
reproduce, disseminate or transmit specific categories of information.w The
situation of the Internet content providers has also been regulated restrictively.

The State Council Order No. 292
State Council Order No. 292 (Measures for Managing the Internet Information
Systems), established the first formal content restrictions binding on ICPs.86
Those among them, who found illegal data on their administered websites,
were obliged to submit a complete report to relevant authorities.

The Law on State Secrets
Another element of the "Great Firewall of China" is the Law on State Secrets,
which defines a "state secret" as secret information within the scope of social,
technological and internal relations development, national and economy
secUlity.87 In accordance with the Law, state secrets include, for example, "secrets
84. ibid.
85. Information with content that: 1. opposes the fundamental principles determined in the Constitution;

2. compromises state security, discloses state secrets, subverts state power or damages national
unity; 3 harms the dignity or interests of the state; 4. incites ethnic hatred or racial discrimination
or damages inter-ethnic unity; 5. Sabotages state religious policy or propagates heretical teachings
or feudal superstitions; 6. Disseminates rumors, disturbs social order or disrupts social stability; 7.
Propagates obscenity, pornography, gambling, violence, murder or fear or incites the commission of
crimes; 8. insults or slanders a third party or infringes upon the lawful rights and interests of a
third party; 9. includes other content prohibited by laws or administrative regulations.

86. Article 12 requires content providers to ensure the lawfulness of information distributed using
their services and shall record and keep a copy of their records for 60 days. Article 15 provides for
nine categories of information whose production, reproduction, release, or dissemination is
prohibited.

87. Law of the People's Republic of China on Protection of State Secrets. An English translation is
available at <http://www.cecc.gov/pages/newLaws/protectSecretsENG.php> accessed 8 January
2011.
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in the building of national defense", "secrets concerning major policy decisions
on state affairs", "secrets in national economic and social development", "secrets
concerning science and technology" and secrets concerning criminal proceedings
as well as the secrets of political parties." These provisions effectively limit the
amount of critical views on state policy available to the Chinese Internet users."
The State Secrets Bureau enjoys extensive discretionary powers when defining
new categories of "state secrets.'?"

China's Constitution requires all citizens to "safeguard" state secrets."
Violations of the State Secrets Law must be reported to authorities. Penalties
for failure to comply with state secrets regulations are severe: the Supreme
People's Court ruled that serious cases of state secrets violations can be punished
with up to 10 years of imprisonment, and violators may face the death penalty
for cases of severe harm.PAn additional obligation rests with the electronic
content providers who "shall conscientiously perform secrecy protection duties
and establish sound administration systems to strengthen supervision and
monitoring."?'

The "Green Dam" and the "Golden Shield"?" are coden ames given to recent
government programmes aimed at, respectively, introducing filtering to all
computers sold in China and organizing a digital nationwide surveillance
network covering public security units."

Findings and Conclusion
The following are the findings of this paper:
1. Cybercrime is a growing problem in Nigeria and China. This is hardly

surprising given that the two countries are the highest internet users in
their respective continents.

88. Law on Protection of State Secrets, Article 8.
89. Cf. Amnesty International (1996) State Secrets - a Pretext for Repression, AI INDEX: ASA 17/42/

96, section I.
90. Cf. Human Rights in China (2004) Who's Who in Labor & State Secrets. < http://www.hrichina.org!

public/Contents/article? revision%5fi d= 18104&item%5fi d= 18103> (accessed 20 January
2016).. .

91. 'Supreme People's Court on Stealing State Secrets', Xinhua News Agency, 21 January 200l.
92. 'Supreme People's Court on Stealing State Secrets', Xinhua News Agency, 21 January 200l.
93. Provisions on the Administration of the Protection of Secrets on Internationally Networked Computer

Information Systems, Articles 8 and 10. An English translation is available at <http://www. cecc.gov/
pages/virtualAcad/exp/expsecurity.php> (accessed 16 January 2011).

94. Joanna Kulesza, International Internet law. (New York, NY,USA: Routledge, 2012).
95. See R. Deibert er al. (eds.), p.463.
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2. While China as far back as 1957, enacted an all-encompassing law to tackle
not just cybercrimes alone but all transactions in the cyber space, Nigeria
for a very long time relied on improvised archaic laws like those in the
Criminal Code, until 2015 when it came out with its own comprehensive
cybercrime legislation.

3. Most of the provisions in the new Nigerian Cybercrime Act are reactive
whereas those of China are preventive. Since the policy is to stop them
from even committing the crime, China has a multitude of laws and other
ancillary rules aimed at Internet Cleaning.

Recommendations
The recommendations made here are aimed at enhancing the implementation
of the laws enacted to check cybercrime.
1. Nigeria and China should ratify the 'Budapest' Convention on Cybercrime

(ETS 185) of the Council of Europe (COE): It helps countries to respond
to the needs created by cybercrimes.

2. Prospects for co-operation with computer experts, and businesses which
operate the Internet gateways should be explored.

3. For the purpose of prosecuting cybercrimes, there is need to use local,
regional and national co-ordination and information sharing mechanisms;
national liaison officers posted overseas or links with liaison officer
networks; Europol and its -Liaison Bureaux; Interpol's National Contact
Bureaux; Eurojust; and direct bi-lateral contacts. Channels that already
exist for other purposes should be activated and adapted.

4. Courts in Nigeria should be automated. This is especially so for the Federal
High Court that has sole jurisdiction to entertain matters on cybercrimes in
Nigeria. For example, there may be need for ajudge during trial of a cyber-
matter to want to search the internet for relevant electronic evidence.

5. There should be mandatory computer literacy training for' all those involved
in the administration of justice such as police, lawyers, and judges. This is
particularly germane in Nigeria.

6. The institutional agencies- in Nigeria we have Cybercrime Advisory Council
and China's Cyberspace Administration of China ("CAC") should wake up
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and create awareness about their activities. Though the two agencies are
still in their infancy, however it is expected that they will show determination
to succeed by ensuring that the central goyernment that established them
shows political will to act when the agencies call upon them to act.

Conclusion
We live in an electronic age where everyday transactions are conducted on the
electronic platform The digital technology has thus compressed the world into
a global village. The use of electronic devices such as GSM mobile phones is no
longer the preserve of the elites or the wealthy. Developments in recent years
however, have brought about real threats to the new medium. Towards arresting
these threats, various countries have devised policies including laws. Nigeria
and China for example, have enacted laws to sifter the infractions such as
cybercrime dogging transactions in the internet space. The enactment of laws
to regulate cybercrime is as revolutionary as the evolution of the internet itself.
Deriving maximum benefits from the internet usage which is what the invention
envisages, will depend to a large extent, on how well the authorities exercise
utmost political will in the implemenlation of the surfeits of laws to stem
cybercrimes. This is particularly pertinent in Nigeria where most laws are

observed in the breach.
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